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Jonesport, ME The Kingfish Co. has purchased 94 acres for its new facility at 9 Dun Garvin
Rd. Upon completion, the facility will serve as Kingfish’s first production facility in the U.S., as the
company looks to replicate its operation in Europe to become the largest producer of Yellowtail
Kingfish in the country. Kingfish has already confirmed a nationwide retail partnership with Whole
Foods to sell the company’s yellowtail product at all locations across the country.

“The Boulos Company was engaged by Kingfish over two years ago to conduct a search for viable
sites along the coast of Maine for its operations. This site search investigated dozens of potential
opportunities on and off the market. Fortunately, the right site and community was found that worked
for their planned operations. We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to have worked on such an
important project for the future of Maine’s economy and burgeoning aquaculture industry,” said Drew
Sigfridson, SIOR, managing director of The Boulos Co.

The purchase follows the approval of two final permits from the State of Maine Department of
Environmental Protection (MDEP) earlier this month that enables Kingfish Maine to advance to
pre-construction design and engineering on schedule. Both critical water-side permits were obtained
earlier this year.



“These announcements represent a major milestone in The Kingfish Company’s execution of its
expansion strategy and its focus on technology-driven local production of high-value, import-
dependent seafood in the EU and the United States,” said Ohad Maiman, founder and chief
executive officer of The Kingfish Company. “Today, Kingfish Maine is one step closer to achieving
fully operational status, and we are ready to build on our proven blueprint and scale our technology
locally to service our network of distributors nationwide.”
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